Experience personal journeys of incarceration and reentry with actors Leonard Flippen, Jorge Manly Gil, Caroline Hitch, Frank Souza, Morry Talaugon and Guillermo Willie in Poetic Justice Project’s newest production, TIME WILL TELL. The multimedia play was created and directed by Leah Joki, author of the memoir Juilliard to Jail and writer/performer of the one-woman play PRISON BOXING.

Poetic Justice Project (PJP) is the only theatre company in the state comprised of formerly incarcerated actors appearing in plays that examine crime, punishment and redemption. Based in Santa Maria, the project was founded by Artistic Director Deborah Tobola in 2009.

PJP is a program of the award-winning William James Association, which provides arts instruction to prisoners, people on parole and probation, and youth at risk of incarceration.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT POETICJUSTICEPROJECT.ORG